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SPACE-TIME TOPOLOGY AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THE DYNAMICS
OF CLOSED BOSON STRINGS. II. THE SECOND APPROXIiYIATION
N. F. Nelipa and M. Yu. Pekar

The possibility of const1·ucting a theory wl1el'e the space-tiiue topology WOltld be
determined by tl1e dynamics of closed boson strings is analyzed. The a11alysis
has the form of an expansion into a series with respect to the coupling constant. The second-order expansion is considered. Some new constraiuts 011 the
admissible space-time topology are found in addition to those in the first-order
approximation.

In the previous paper [l) \\'e described an approach in \Vhich the space-tin1c lopolo~y \Yn ...:; dt>tern1ill(::'d hy
rite dynanllcs of strings. and also considered the zeroth- and first-onf..::r approxi1nr11 ions \\·ilh ri-::3pc,ct ru t 11•::>
string coupling constant. The purpose of the present paper is to analyze the second-order approxi1nation. In
accordance \Vith our approach, a cohon1o!ogical cornplex \\'ill be constructed and a Lopolog:ical invariant will
be found in the given approxin1ation. It \vii! be sho\\·n that the requirement of tl1e differential nilpotency in
the second-order approximation strengthens the constraints on the possible choice of the space-tin1e topology.
1. To the second-order approximation there corresponds the one-loop cliagra1n and also a diagran1 describing the four-string interaction. As before, the expression for the interaction vertex is taken in accordance

with formula (1) in (1].
Let us find the system of equations implied by the property of nilpotency of the total differential.
Because in the first-order approximation the differential is expressed by forn1u-la (:3') in [lj,

\\"e

:=;h;.l[! seek the tot.al differential ill the forin

\Vhere F 1 (..;) is a linear functional on the set of differential forn1s '..;,;'. \\"hi ch is proportion al to the it.h PO\\'er or
the coupling constant. By virtue of ( 1). \Ve obtain the follo\ving expression for r.lie square of the differcnti;{J:

[d]'w = [d 0 ]'w + {d°F 1 {;.;) + F 1 (d0 ..:)} + F 1 (F 1 (.;))
+ {d° F'(w) + F'(d'w)} + F 2 (F 1 (w)) + F 1 (F'(;,;)) +.
In the first approxin1ation \Ve have

i.e .. the condition of nil potency of the differential in the first-order approxin1ation l1okls
forms. This relation corresponds to the covariant equation for the total differential:

[d]';,; = (d<l>)

* c:.

011

t.lte set of closed

(2)

l;sing (2) \Ve derive a system of linked equations for the functionals <P and F':

[d 0 ]' = 0.
d0 (F'(w)) + F'(d 0 ;.;) = F''(;.;).
0

d (F

1

(;.;))

+ F 1 (d 0 w) + F 1 (F 1 (:..i)) =(d 1 <!>) *"'·

F''I..:) +:JI F'( 'P * -') + <!>
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In particular, for the functional F 2

\Ve

obtain the system

2

F '(w)=O,
{ F 2 ( <P

( )
4

* w) + <P • F 2 (c.,·) = F'( <P) • w,

which supplements conditions (1) and ( 4).
System (3) must be supplemented \Vith a condition folto\ving from the property of the differential to
raise the order of the form by unity:
IF'(..;JI = lwl it- t
15)
~olutio11:;

2. Our task is to find the fonn of the functionals F 1 • which are
tions (4), (5).

to the syst.en1 of equn-

To satisfy condition (5) it is necessary to introduce the dual differential cf in the contour space, \Vhich
does not raise but lo\vers the order of the form by unity. By definition. this differential operator satisfies r.he
relation
(6)
,--\long;side the zeroth-order dual differential

J , there also exist~ the rota! ducil ditferi:'nri;:i\ d:
0

= w.

dd:.
{

drt:::=:;.

[JJ' .. = 0,

for \vhich the conditions
-

dw

= d cc+ F
-:\)
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(.c ! + F (..;) + · · ·
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hold.
Note that conditions (6) and (7) are understood in the sense of cohomological equivalence classes, i.e.,
accurate to the addition of an arbitrary exact forn1 to w.
1
VVriting in full Eq. (7) \Ve find a system of linked equations for the functionals F , \vhich is obtained by
n1eans of the transformation F - F, <I> - C$, * - o in (3). Besides, there appears an additional systen1 of
equations:
0 -

{

-0

w) = -<P * d w'
J°((D * ...:) :::::: -1>° o ,.f 0 ...:.
d ( <P

0

<P'o(<l>•..;)+J'°F\..;)+F'(d.'..,)=0,
{

<P•('Po..;)+d°F\.o)+ F'(f w)

tU}

=0,

Eq11ri.tions (8) express :1ddir.ionnl operation rules on the functionals 1> and (f)_ and systen1 I~)) .snppll'.'111enr:-::

t]1,·

:"'.iystern of equations(-!) for the functionals F 3 and F'2 . .Analyzing system (4), (7), (9). cotnn1011 for F 2 and
F'2, \Vith consideration for rules (8) and rules (4) in [lL \Ve find the following for1n of the desired functionals
in the second-order approximation with respect to the coupling constant:
')

')

.J -

-')
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'

-·J

F- =y-(d [•l>o((d <P)•d'-·)j-<hd ('!'*-·)!,

r' =g'(i' [( d° <P) * d

0

( <j) 0 ..; )] -

;p 0 d0 ('P 0

(tu J

..; ) ) '

The composition * means the transition of a single string : into t\VO strings .t an<l y. Therefore the dual
cotnposition o 1neans the reverse transition :: 1 - ,r. y. The first terms in expressions (10) describe the
one-loop interaction. and the second tern1s describe a four-string vertex.
3. \.Ve no'v find the topological invariant in the second-order approximation \Vith respect to the coupling
constant, \vhich determines the effective action.
\Ve first determine the integration measure on [,~'2. Since the first-order approxirnation \\'ith respect
to the coupling constant means a higher order of contact as compared to the first-order approximation. the
nelghborhood over \Vhich the integration extends in the expressions for the topological invariants contains
:)
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U 1 . Therefore in the integral measure on the neighborhood of U2 there appear t\VO ne\V terms a.s compared
to UL
a
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The transformation rule for functionals in the transition fron1 one neighborhood to another in the seco11dorder approxin1ation is \vritten thus:

A.s can easily be shO\Vn by 1neans of direct verification. the topological invari:J.nt in t.he second-ordel' approximation with respect to the coupliug constant, i.e .. an expression invariant relative to ( 11). takes the
form
( 12)

\vhere

t-sin.~ (SJ these ~xpressions can be !Jroug,ht to the fot·n1' not involving,

1>:

The variation of ( 12) results in equations of motion:

One can see that the equations coincide \Vi th the closure condition for the form <P. Thus, the invariant r 2 ,
t\·hich describes the topological properties of the contour space. assumes a descrete set of values on the set
uf ·= lo~ed fonns.
The quantity [ 1 is the one-loop ;:1pproxi1nation to the effective action. which i1nn1edint1:ly results in r.be
second-quantized theory.
4. To illustrate the mechanism of the appearance of additional constraints on the space-time topology
due to the second-order approxin1ation. \Ve consider a simple example of a topology admissible in the firstorder approximation.
A_s an example \\·e take a torus T
R(D-1.l)j[, \Yhere} is the lattice {ei} on the space R(D-l lJ,
(ei. ej) := L:,e{ef 7J11 =: !Jii· Consider expression (10) for
Fron1 the physical standpoint, it describes the

=

F:;.

IJ

transition of a single string into t\vo strings and the subsequent reverse transition of the t\VO strings into the
single string. If before the interaction the indices of the mapping of the string :: on the torus \Vere zero, then
:-lfter the interaction the indices of the n1appin.~ of the strings x. y becon1e i~qu~tl t.o ±~·i # 0. respecti\.·l;!ly,
(')
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on a lattice vector ei. Upon repeated interaction all mapping indices vanish again. This interaction can
be realized on a torus whose lattice contains at least two vectors e;, e; (11" 1 (T) # Z, where Z is the set of
integers). Moreover 1 the dual operator o involved in (8) is a composition x 1 y - =on the dual lattice Y:

This means that a lattice on the space-time must be self-dual.
In the approximation order \Vith respect to the coupling CQilStant \Ve are den!ing \vith. there app~a.rs
one n1ore constraint on the possible space-time topolog"t in the ~ase· of a torus. Cousidcr the graph of the
lattice l, \vhich means that the elements e1 are denote·d by points and the it.h Find jth r~le1nents are joiued by
a line if (ei, ej) f. 0. Taking into account that \<,re paro.rnetrized the contour srace fJy pn.ssing; co11::;ecttr.ively
from one lattice vector to another, fro1n the requirement that the paran1etrizatiou should be single-valued
\Ve conclude that any two points in the graph can be joined by only a single path. This is equivalent to the
property that the graph possesses a tree structure, i. e. 1 it contains no closed cycles.
Hence, taking account of the second-order approximation leads to additional constraints on the possible
space-time topology as compared to the first-order approximation. It should be expected that the inclusion
of higher-order approximations \Vill result in a further concretization of the spnce-tin1e topology a..nd Fit the
snn1e tin1e \viii elucidate some questions related to cornpactification.
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